Zenmuse XT2 Release Notes

Date: 2019.02.27
Firmware: v01.00.00.20
Camera 1 Firmware: v01.00.00.34
Camera 2 Firmware: v06.02.20.00
Gimbal Firmware: v00.02.06.04
DJI Pilot App Android: v1.2

What’s New?

- Compatible with Matrice 200 Series V2 aircrafts.

Notes:

- This update is for the Zenmuse XT2 gimbal and camera only. It cannot be used to update the aircraft or the Intelligent Flight Battery.
- The Zenmuse XT2 must be connected to the aircraft before starting this update.
- Ensure that there are no other updates on the microSD card and that the battery level is above 50%.
- It takes approximately five minutes to update the firmware. The aircraft beeps when the update is complete.
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Date: 2018.08.23
Firmware: v01.00.00.06
DJI Pilot App Android: v0.6.3

What’s New?

• Optimized the R-JPEG photo quality for when taking photos with many subjects.

• Fixed an issue where GPS information displayed in a photo’s Exif is incorrect.

• Fixed an issue which occurred when resetting the camera parameters where the preview of the infrared camera is distorted.

• Fixed an issue which occurred when the camera parameters reset where a prompt incorrectly appears stating that the SD card was not inserted.

• Fixed an issue where the video duration displayed in the app is incorrect.

• Fixed an issue where the infrared camera stops after taking a photo in Interval mode.

Notes:

• This update is for the Zenmuse XT2 gimbal and camera only. It cannot be used to update the aircraft or the Intelligent Flight Battery.

• The Zenmuse XT2 must be connected to the aircraft before starting this update.

• Ensure that there are no other updates on the microSD card and that the battery level is above 50%.

• It takes approximately five minutes to update the firmware. The aircraft beeps when the update is complete.

http://www.dji.com/zenmuse-xt2
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